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THI TIETH CONGRESS-FIRST SESSIONJ

Ex. Doc. No. 65.

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES.
CHEROKEE INDIANS.

MESSAGE
OF THE

PRESIDENT OF TI-IE UNITED STATES,
TRANSMITTING

.11 communication from the Secretary of War, and a report fron
the Commissioner of Indian .ll.lfairs, in relation to the Cherokee
Indians.

\
MAy

20, 1848.

Referred to the Committee on Indian Affairs, and ordered to be printed.

To the Senate and 1-Iouse of Representatives:
I •tran smit, for the information of Congress, a communication
from the Secretary of War, and a report of the Commissioner of
Indian Affairs, showing the result of the settlement required by the
treaty of August, 1846, with the Cherokees, and the appropriations
requisite to carry the provisions of that treaty into effect.

JAMES K. POLK ..
WASHINGToN,

May, 19, 1848.

WAR DEPARTMENT,

May 18, 1848.

SxR: I have the honor to submit, for transmission to Congress,

for the information of that body, and in order that the requisite
appropriations may be made, a report of the Commissioner of Indiaf:l. Affairs, in relation to the settlement required to be made with.
the Cherokees, by the treaty with them of August, 1846, an
showing the amotJnts yet necessary to carry the provisions of that
treaty into effect.
Very respectfully, your obedient servant,

W. L. MARCY,
IJ?o

u•. e PRESIDENT.

Secretary of War.

•
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Report of the Commissioner of Indian .11./fairs to the Secretary of
Wa1', communicating the result of the settlement with the Cherokees, required to be made by the treaty of .llugust3 1846.
WAR DEPARTMENT,

Office of Indian .llffairs, May 10, 1848.
SIR: By the ninth article of the treaty with the Cherokees, of
August, 1846, "the United Statt=s agree to make a just and fair settlement" with those people, under the treaty of New Echota, of
December, 1835, which "shall exhibit all money properly expendt'd
under said treaty and shall embrace all sums paid for improvements, ferries, spoliations, removal, and subsistence, and commutation therefor, debts and claims upon the Cherokee nation of Indians
for the additional quantity of land ceded to said nation, and the several sums provided in the several articles of the treaty to be invested as
the general fun,d of the nation; and also, all sums which may be
hereafter properly allowed and paid under the provisions of the
reaty of 1835.
The aggregate of which said several sums shall ·
be deducted from the sum of six millions six hundred and fortyseven thousand and sixty-seven dollars, and the balance thus foun
to be due shall be paid over, per capita, in equal amounts to a
those individuals, heatls of families, or their legal representatives,
entitled to receive the same under the treaty of 1835, and the sup·
plement of 1836, being all those Cherokees residing east at the
date of said treaty, and the supplement thereto."
It was the desire of the department to have this settlement made
in time to submit the result to Congress at the last session; and an
investigation of the various points involved was commenced with
that view. As, howe-ver, it was to include all sums which might,
after the treaty of 1846, be "properly allowed and paid under the
provisions of the treaty of 1835," and claims to a large amount
under that treaty were under investigation by commissioners appointed under its 17th article, it was necessary to await the result
of the final action of those commissioners, in order to embrace any
allowances made by them, and chargeable to the funds on hand
under the last mentioned treaty. There were also numerous claims
which had been presented for commutation of removal and subsistence, by Cherokees who had emigrated anrl subsisted themselves,
and which, if allowed, would have to be embraced in the settlement. Time was required for collecting information in relation
to these claims, and for their proper inYestigation. In consequence
of these and other circumstances, the desire of the department
could not be accomplished.
.
In the third article of the trPaty of 1846, it is stated that " certain claims have been allowed by the several boards of commissioners heretoi ore appointed under the treaty of 1835, for rents, under
the name of improvements and spoliations, and for property of
which the Indians were dispossesse d, provided for under the 16th
article" of that trea ty; and that "a further amount has been allowed
for rese.rvations under the treaty of 1835 by said commi ssion ers;"
a nd it is assumed that the amounts thus a llo we d, together with.
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"the... expenses of making the treaty of New Echota," were wrongfully paid out of "the $5,000,000 fund" under that treaty; and,
therefor~, the "U nitecl States agree to reimburse the said fund the
amount thus charged to said fund, and the same shall form a part
of the aggregate amount to be distributed to the Cherokee people,
as provided for in the 9th article of this treaty."
The statement in regard to the expenses of making the treaty of
New Echota is an error; they were not paid out of "the five million fund," but from a special appropriation therefor macle by Congress on the 2d July, 1836. See Laws United States, vol. 9, page
453; and it remains to be seen how far, upon a proper classification and arrangement of the expenditures under the treaty oi
1835, with reference to the appropriations for carrying it into effect;
the other objects above referred to can properly be considered as
having been paid out of that fund, and the United States bound to
reimburse the amount.
In making the expenditures under the treaty of 1835;but little, if
any, attention appears to have been paid to the heads of appropriation from which the money was taken. The funds stipulated in the
reaty, and the additional amounts granted by the supplement and
y appropriations of Congress, seem to have been regarded as one
general aggregate fund, out of which all the expenses of carrying
the treaty int(') effect were to be paid; and that it therefore made no
difference whether the money for any one object came from the appropriation for that . object or from anothor. In this way payments
were made out of the "five million fund," for objects intended to
be met by the additional amounts allowed and appropriated as
above, and the reverse. This has led to much misunderstanding
and error, which would have been cleared up on a proper final settlement under the treatv of 1835. And in order now to render the
whole subject plain, and susceptible of being easily understood, it
is necessary to set forth the various objects of expenditure under
that treaty, the funds provided to meet them, to what extent they
were to be paid for by the United States and the Cherokees, respectively, and how far, on a proper classification of expenditures, with.
reference to the funds belonging to the Cherokees, and those pro\·ided in addition by the government, this may be regarded as having been done. The account thus stated will be a "just and fair
settlement" under .the treaty of 1835-'6, as required by the 9th.
article of the treaty of 1846.
By the first article of the treaty of 1835, the Cherokees, for and
in consideration of the sum of $5,000,000, cede, relinquish, and
convey to the government "all the lands owned, claimed, or possessed by them, east of the Mi sissippi river; and hereby release all
their laims upon the United States for spoliations of every kind.''
By the 15t'f. article, it was expressly understood and agreed "that,
after deducting the amount which shall be actually expended for
the payment for improvements, ferries, claims for spoliations, removal, subsistence, and debts, and claims upon the Cherokee nation,
and for the additional quantity of lands and goods for the poorer
class of Cherokees, and the several sums to be invested for the gen-
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eral national funds, provided for in the several articles of this
treaty, the balance, whatever the same may be, shall be equally
divided between all the people belonging to the Cherokee nation,
east, according to the census just completed."
The various articles of the treaty of 1835....,.'6, embracing the objects specified in the 15th article, are as follows: By the 9th article
"the United States agree to appoint suitdble agents, who shall
make.a just and fair valuation of all such improvements, now in the
possession of the Cherokees, as add any value to the lands; and
also of the ferries owned by them, according to their net income;
and such improvements and ferries from which they have been dispossessed in.a lawless manner, or under any existing laws of the
State, where the same may be situated."
The claims for spoliations are thus provided for in the last clause
of the tenth article: "The sum of three hundred thousand dollar ...
is ·hereby set apart to pay and liquidate the just claims of the
Cherokees upon the United States for spoliations of every kind
that have not been already satisfied under former treaties." By the
first article of the treaty, the question was to be submitted to the
Senate whether this charge was to be borne by the Cherokees, o
of the consideration for the lands, or by the United States.
Removal and subsistence are provided for in the eighth article,
-as follows: "The United States also agree and stipulate to remove
the Cherokees to their new homes, and to subsist them one . year
after their arrival there, and that a sufficient number of steamboats
and baggage wagons sha1l be furnished to remove them comfortably,
and so as not to endanger their health, and that a physician, well
supplied with medicines, shall accompany each detachment of emigrants removed by the government. Such persons and families as,
in the opinion of the emigrating ag~nt, are capable of subsisting
and removing themselves, shall be permitted to do so; and they
shall be allowed, in full for all claims for the same, twent
dollars for each member of their family; and in lieu of their one
year's rations, they shall be paid the sum of thirty-three dollars
and thirty-three cents, if they prefer it."
The last clause but one of the tenth article provides that "the
United States also agree and stipulate to pay the just debts and
claims against the Cherokee nation held by the citizens of the
same, and also the just claims of citizens of the United States for
services rendered to the nation, and the sum of sixty thousand doJlars is appropriated for this purpose; but no claims against indi-·
vidual persons of the nation shall be allowed and paid by the nation." The Attorney General decided that, according to a just construction of this clause, the $60,000 thus set apart was applicable
only to claims of citizens of the United ~tates against the ation,
and could not be exceed'ed for that purpose, but, if insufficient to
embrace all just .claims of that character, it must be rateably di·vided among the claimants. See Attorney General's opinions, pp.
1113-' 14. This construction is no d~ubt correct, the object being
.to fix a li~t to the amounts to be paid for debts alleged by white
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uersons against the nation. The debts due their own citizens, to
~e paid out of the general fund, were left without any such limit.
The compensation for t' e additional quantity of land to be added
tothe Cherokee country west of the lVIississippi, is fixed in the last
paagraph of the second article at $500,000. By the last paragra)h of the twelfth article, the sum of $100,000.was to ~e expended
for 'lle goorls for the poorer class of Cherokees, referred to in the
fifteeth article.
"T -e several sums to be in vested for the general national funds"
are spcified in the tenth article, as follows: $200,000 "to constitute a ·eneral fund;" $50,000 "to constitute an orphans' fund,"
and $10,000 "to constitute a permanent school fund"-in all
$400,00~ to which the last clause of the fourth article of the supplement ransferred and added the $100,000, set apart by the last
clause of 1.he twelfth article of the treaty for "the poorer class of
Cherokees'' thus making the amount to be invested out of the consideration 01 the land, as general national funds, five hundred
thousand d <llc.rs.
As the tr~t) originally stood, when negotiated, it is evident
hat it was tlc i1tention that all the objects specifi~d in the 15th
article, (un1e8; tl~ Senate shouhl determine otherwise with regard
to spoliation,) weh to be provided for out of the "five million
fund." It is hue, '-I at in several of the articles of the treaty that
have been quoh.d o '~eferred to, the government stipulated to do
certain things invol VIIS expenditure; in the eighth, to remove and
subsist the Cherokees for one year, and in the tenth, to pay the
just debts and claims a@.in.t the Cherokee nation, &c.; but these
were not to be at the ~x.pel'3e of the United States, for the.15th
article expressly provtd-:s \tat the amounts expended for them
hall be deducted from U.~ g'"!eral fund of $5,000,000. In all such
cases, the United States wue o perform the acts and to make the
expenditures, as the agents vr tlst&es of the Cherokees. Wherever
it was intended that the governent should bear the expense of
any object, it is so specifically hvided.
If there were any .doubt ~s to he objects to be paid for out of
the Cherokee fund, 1t would . be issipated by the correspondence
with the head men of tlie nat10n ~ut the time the treaty was negotiated. .See House Doc . .N.o. 28t 1st session 24th Congress, and
Senate Doc. No. 120, 2d sess10n 25t Congress. The first of these
documents contains the projet of \.e treaty of 1835-6, as it was
aareed upon with the delt:'gation f Cerokees in this city; and although, in the negotiation, this projet:a~ slignly altered in some
of the details, it shows clearly the obJets to vbich the $5,000,000
to be given for the lands-or rather as ,h(:. diference in value between them and those assigned to the C~er1k~s west-was to be
applied. See the schedule at page 39, vhi.c.hpecified those objects, among which were removal ~nd suLs1st€ce. In the latter
document, pages 97 to 104, are the mstructl~ns.\ the Secretary of
War to the com·mi~sioners appointed to nego\ul the treaty, and
at pagP. 108, a letter to Nlessrs. Unrlerwood and 1Jge, in w·hich it
was ·stated, by direction of the President, that " I proposition for
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a treaty will hereafter be made more favorable than those now
offered to them."
The first of the supplementary articles to the treaty of 1835, rle
clared void the pre- emption privilege stipulated in the 12th artie~
of that treaty, and the grant of reserva~.ions in the 13th articl!.
The first article of the treaty and the second of the supplem t,
provided for the submission to the Senate, for decision, the queston
whether the $5iOOO,OOO granted for the lands was to includ1 the
$300,000 specified for spoliations, the cost of the removal c. the
Cherokees west of the Mississippi, and "the value of certain !aims
which many of their people had against citizens of the J niter!.
States." If not, then additional provision was to be made fr those
objects. Hence the 3d article of the supplement, which stpulated
that "the sum of six hundred thousand dollars shall be.and the
same is hereby, allowed, to include the expense of the'ir<"emoval,
and all claims of e-very nature and description against t~ government of the United States, not he1·ein otherwise expres,Sl pro':"irled
for, and to be in lieu of the said pre-emptions and r¢le:vatinns,
and the sum of three hundred thousand dollars for ~.>oJatiOns, described in the first article of the treaty."
On the 12th June, 1838, Congress appropriated the further sum
of one million forty-seven thousand and sixty-~VeJ dollars, "in
full for all objects specified in the third article _,f t!e supplementary articles of the treaty of 1835, between tJt Cherokee Indians
and the United States, and for the further ob~ct of aiding in the
subsistence of said Indians fo r one year dte their removal west:
Provided, That no part of the said sum ri rnJuey_ shall be deducted
from the five millions stipulated to be .,aid to said Indians by said
treaty." A hundred thousand dollars fere: at the same time, appropriated " for satisfying all claims for ,rrearages of annuities,
for ~upplying blankets and other arti ies d clothing for the poorer
classes of Cherokees who are not ale to supply themselves, and
for medicines and medical assistan ·, and for such other purposes
as the President shall deem properO facilitate the removal of the
Cherokees."
· Thus, to the $5,000,000 gran,d to the Cherokees by the first
article of the treaty of 1835 f all their lanJs and possessions
east of the Missis['ippi, the u.te.d States afterwards added the
further sum of $1,647,067, maJng 111 all $6,647,067. The $5,000,000 was liable for all tbe obje-~ en.umerated in the 15th article of
the treaty, except spoliationsnz: !mprovemenL;, ferries, removal,
subsistence, debts and clairo agamst the Cherokee nation, the
amount to be deducttd for tle additional quantity of lands to be
given to the Cherok;(es w;s of the lVIissi sippi, and the amounts to
be invested as a n~ion.d fund. The $600,000 granted by the 3d
article of the supp!~rnt Nas !o be in .lieu of the rights to pr~
emptions and reseratwn~ provided for m the 2 t h and 13th articles of the treaty .. n<f d~clared void by the first article of the supplement, and, of e $3JO,OOO stipu]at~d for spoliations by the first
artie] e of the tJ.ty, was to be a pp II cable to the expenses of rellloval, and was include "all claims of every nature and descrip-
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tion, agai.nst the government of the United States, not herein
otherwise expressly provided for." The $1,0,17,067 was to be "in
full for all objects specified in the third article" of the supplement,
and for the additional purpose of aiding in the subsistence of the
Cherokees for one year after their removal. With respect to the
objects to which the $5,000,000 was applicable,- there can be no
ues.tion, as they are specifically named; but about those embraced
in the $1,647,067, and the intention and effect of the grant of this
additional sum, there has been, in the minds of many, much doubt
and misunderstanding. It has been contended that, in making this
grant, the United States assumed the whole expense of the removal
and subsistence of the Cherokees, and thereby relieved the five
million fund from any charge for those objects. This, however,
was not the case, and has never been so considered by the department.
'he question was raised whether the spoliations, the cost of removal, and claims which many of the Cherokees had against the
United States, were to be paid for out of the consideration money
for the lands. This question having been submitted to the Senate,
it was agreed to allow the additional sum of $600,000 towards those
objects, and in lieu of the annulled grant of pre-emptions and reservations. This was not an assumption by the government of the
whole cost of removal and of all the spo1iation and other claims
against the United St(ltes, but only an extension and increase of
the consideration money, with reference to those objects. Had
the former been in tended, an estimate would have been made of the
probable cost of removal, and of the probable amount of the claims,
except the spoliations, which were limited by the treaty to
$300,000,) in order that the additional amount to be allowed might
be made to embrace all; but this was not done.
It was a compromise between the government and the Cherokees,
by which matters in dispute were finally arranged and settled; the
latter contending that the former should pay the amount fixed upon
for the spoliation claims, over and above the sum agreed upon
for the lands, and giving up, for a further pecuniary consideration,
the right to pre-emptions, and the grant of reservations, and
all other claims "not herein otherwise expressly provided for," and
the government agreein to add a further sum for these objects, and
to aid in defraying the expense of removal. It was, in effect, an
increase of the consideration money granted, and an addition
of other objects to those specified in the 15th article of the treaty
to be paid for by the Cherokees out of that consideration. On this
point, and as to the object and intent of the further allowan~e of
$1,047,067, made by the act of June 12th, 1838, without adverting
to other ample evidence to the same effect, it is deemed sufficient to
present the following views of the commis ioners appointed by the
President, in July, 1846, to inquire into the difficulties then
existing among the Cherokees, and all matters in dispute between
them and the United States; who, under a subsequent appointment, '
negotiated the treaty of 1846, and whose report and conclusions, i
a great measure, formed the basis of that treaty.
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Those commissioners say, "that nothing more was intended to be
paid by the United States for the po-ssessions of the Cherokees, east
of the Mississipp.i, than the sum of $5,000,000, is rendered certain
by the letter of General Cass, Secretary of War, dated March 7,
1835, in reply to the delegation headed by John Ross. That delegat on, under date of March 6, 1835, inquire of General Cass,
'whether we are to understand from your communication of this
date, that the Five millions resolved by the Senate should be paid
to the Cherokee Indians for all their land and possessions east
of the Mississippi river, as embracing also the expenses of transportation and subsistence in removal, and for subsistence for twelve
months after their arrival at their new homes, for blankets, guns,
&c.; or whether that sum is an offer, as really appears from the reslution to be, only for the extinguishment of the Cherokee title to
lands east of the Mississippi river, and for the houses and impro ements of the Cherokee inhabitants situ t ed thereon; and that the
United States will in addition p~y the expenses of transportaf on
and subsistence in their removal,' &c. To which General Cass replied, that 'the sum of $5,000,000 which is offered for your claims
east of the Mississippi will, as I have already informed you, be in
full for your entire cession. The application of it will be such as
you Jesire; a just regard being had to individual rights. Nothing
more will be paid for 'removal, or j'o1· any other purpose or object
whatever. In giving to you the full value of your property,
the United States comply with all the Jemands of justice upon
them.'
"Thus, so far, there could be no misunderstanding as to the purposes of the Umted States, in reference to the amount to be paid
for the lands of the Cherokees east of the Mississippi, nor as to the
objects to which it was to be appropriated.
"The talk sent by General Jackson to the Cherokee people, under date of March 16, 1835, takes the same view of the subject,
and mentions generally the objects to which the money is appropriated. (See House doc. 286, 1. ses. 24. Con g., pp. 41, 42, and 43.)
"We have thus shown what was the understanding of the parties
·n reference to the matter prior to the treaty of 1835. We now
come to the treaty, and we find the same understanding substantially recognized, although varied in som not essential particulars. In the 15th article of that treaty it is expressly acknowledged and agreed that 'the amount which shall be actually expended for the payment for improvements, ferrie , claims for spoliations, removal, subsistence, debts, and claims upon the Cherokee nation, and for the additional quantity of lands, [the 800,000
:a.cres to be added to the country west of the Mississippi,] and goods
for the poorer classes of ·Cherokees, and the several sums to be in-vested for the general national funds, provided for in the several
~rtic!es of this treaty,' shall be deducted from the purchase man ey,
and the balance, whatever it may be, shall be divided equally between all the penple belonging to the Cherokee nation east, according to the census then just completed.
"An additional sum of $600,000 was added to the $5,000,000 bJ
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the third supplemental article of the treaty; and the further sum
of $1,047,067, appropriated by the act of June 12, 1838, for removals, subsistence, &c., as before stated, all which con~tituted
one general sum of $6,64 7,067, upon which the sums expended for
the objects recapitulated in the 15th article of the treaty were
chargeable.
"lt is now argued by the counsel for the western portion of the
Cherokee people, including the Ross and treaty parties, tln~t, inasmuch as the sum 0 1 $1,047,067, appropriated by the act of June 12,
1838, was given by Congress for removal and subsistence, the
United States therPby assumed those two items of expen11itr:re, and
of course, relieved the five million fund from any charge for those
two objects.
"To put an end forever to that argument, the undersigned copy
from the report of Judge \Vhite, Senate doc. 466, 2d scss. 25. Cong.,
before referred to, the following extract:
"They believe the five millions of dollar~, . given by the t~eaty,
as the difference in value between the countries exchanged, and the
six hundred thousand dollars before mentioneJ, allowed for ·spoliations, and as a fund for removal, constitute a very liberal consideration on the part of the federal government; yet the com mit tee
would feel much better satisfied that too much should be done for
the Cherokees than too little. If, therefore, the voluntary grant
of an additional sum of money can be made a means of hastening
their removal to their new homes, of dispen ing with the use o.f a
large military force, and of insuring confidence in the justice of
the government, and of restoring harmony and good feelings, they
believe economy, humanity and peace will be best consulted by
making such grant.
"With a view to attain these objects, the committee would respectfully recommend to the Senate that, in the passing of some
appropriation bill still to be acted on, an item be inserted plaeing
a reasonable sum of money at the disposal of the Executive."
"Thus it appears that the large appropriation of $1,047,067 was
a 'voluntary grant,' made for the purpose of hastening the
removal of the Indians, of di~pensing with the large military force
employed in that country, and restoring harmony and good feelmgs
between all parties, and not for the parpose contended for by the
counsel.
"The expenditures specified in the 15th article are, th~refore,
justly chargeable upon the treaty fund."
As the treaty of 1835 stood, prior to the adoption of tb supplement, the expenditures for all the objects provided for in it were
to be paid out of the consideration money granted the Cherokees,
as stipulated in the ]5th article, except the following:
1. Extinguishment of title to reservations within the country
west assigned the Cherokees, gran ted to certain half breeds in
the Os;:~ge treaty of 1835, 4th article, 1st clauce treaty of 1835-'6.
2. Valuation to be made of improvements on Union ant! Harmony
issionary reservations, same article, 2d clause.
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3. Commutation of permanent annuity of $10,000, 11th article.
4. For certain reservations obtained under former treaties, per
13th article, viz:
1. Value, as unimproved lands, of those \v h ich had been sold by
the United States; of this class, there were none.
2. Yalue of those which the owners were obliged by State laws
to abandon.
3. Where they had purchased them b:1ck from the States, the
amount paid the States therefor, with interest thereon, was to be
paid their owners.
4. The reservations which they had properly acquired and then
held, were to be confirmed to those owning them.
5. Pension's to warriors on tl1e side of the United .States in the
late war with Great Britain, 14th article:
6. Losses and damages in consequence of not being put in posses ion of "improvements and houses.," of which the owners had
been dispossessed prior to the treaty, 16th article.
· 7. Same on account of being ousted, after the date of the ratifi·
cation of the treaty of "possessions and property," in the "free
use and occupation" of which they were to be protected for two
years from that date, during which they were to remove, same
artic.le; to which the 5th article of the supplement added,
8. Expenses of negotiating the treaty and ~upplement, and of
the delegation of Cherokees which signed the la.tter.
It may be said that it was not stipulated that the compensation
to the committee of Cherokees, provided for in the 3d clause of
the 12th article, was fo be paid out of the consideration money.
True, it was no~ so specifically stipulated; but, as has been repeat ..
edly decided l;y all the proper authorities, this expense was clearly
a part of that for other objects so stipulated. The committee
acted on behalf of the Cherokees and for their esp• :a l benefit,
and ,vere of great advantage to them in aiJing to n J t>ct t eir
fund::s against unjust and unfounded claims, towar·d y 1ich their
indivitlual and local knowledge esseHtially aided. All ·hims upon
the fun I, to be adjudicated by the commissioners under the 17th
article of the treaty, underwent their revision and scrutiny before
being decided by those commissioners, especially claims to improvements, &c., stipulated to be pai<l for out of the five millions.
They were not agents of the United States, but of the Cherokees;
their compensation was a part of the e:xpense of such obje~ts; and,
therefore, clearl payable out of that fund. The same is the case
~ith respect to agents and interpreters employed to value the
nprovements; their compensation was a part of the expense o
ascertaining such value; and ith it, as also repeatedly decided,
: roperly pay ble out of the fund. So with r gard to superintenuen"ts of emigration, and agents and interpreters employed in
collecting and removing the Indians, and in subsisting them when
collected on the route, and for a year west. Their compensation
was a necessary part ·of the expense of removal and subsistence,
wliich as to be borne by the Cherokees themselves out of their
own funds. They were agents, &c., of or for the Cherokees, lik
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the Cherokee committee, valuing agents, &c., and not of the United
States. The same view might, to some extent, be taken with
re pect to the commissioners, under the 17th artie! e of the treaty,
to examine and settle claims against the treaty fund, and against
individual Cherokee~, payable out of the a:l!OUnt allowed for their
improvements and ferries; but as it was also their province to
examine claims for reservations, and to decide upon their value,
payable by the United States, the government, at an early period,
determined to assume and pay their compensation, and that of their
secretary and interpreter, and this determination has been conformed to throughout. How was this understanding as to expenditures, payable, respectively, by the Cherokees, out of the consideration given them for the exchange of lancls, and by the
government out of its funds, affected and changed by the supplement and the act of June 12, 1838, appropriating the additional
sum o ~ $1,047,067, \vhich act may be considered as an enlargement
of the supplement, and, in fact, as a part of it?
The first article of the supplement annulled the pre-emption rights
stipulated in the 12th article of the treaty, and the grant of reservations in the 13th article; thus adding another class of reservations
to those to be paid for. The third article relieved the $5,000,000
fund of the charge for spoliations, and allowed the additional
sum of $600,000 to include spoliation, to be in lieu of the pre-emptions and reservations annulled in the 1st article; to be applied towards the expenses of removal, and to include "all claims of every
nature and clescriptio-n against the government of the United States,
not herein otherwise expressly provided for."
In the voluntary grant of the $1,047,067, made by the act of June
12, 1838, the $5,000,000 was further partially relieved, by its being provided that a portion of that sum was to aid in the expense
of subsist: n~ the Cherokees for one year after their arrivd west;
otherwis e~ 1 \t s for the objects specified in the third article of the
supplement, a.1 d to be in full for them.
Of the o'Jji'Cts which, by the treaty itself, as it stood prior to the
supplement, were to be paid for by the United States, those embracefl under the 1st, 2d, 3d, 5th, and 8th hearls of the preceeding
classification thereof were provided for, and paid out of separate or
special approprjations. Did the supplement, and the additional
sums granted by it, and the act of July 12, 1838, in all $1,647,067,
inclulle and make provision for those under the 4th, 6th, and 7th
heads of that classification? It appears clearly to have been so decided, both by the Executive and Congress. On this point, and on the
subject of the properconstruction of the treaty generally, especially
wit .t reference to expenditures, see the able and elaborate report of
my predecessor to the Secretary of War, dated N ovem her 29, 1839,
from which pertinent extracts might be taken, but that it may easily
be consulted , (see reports House of Representatives, 1st session, 28th
Congress, No. 391, pages 26 to 38,) and that I am desirous to make
this exposition as brief as is compatible with doing justice to the
perplexerl and important subject to which it relates.
t will be seen from this document, page 23, that, by the instruc-
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tions to the second board of commissioners appointed under the
17th article of the treaty of 1835, they·were not to issue certificates
for the amounts al1owed by them, as it was apprehended there might
be a deficiency in the funds on hand to meet the entire amount of
the ailowances; but they were first to report the cases decided to
the department in order, in that event, that there might be a proper
rateable division of the funds among the claimants. On a review
of the decisions of the commissioners in the cases so reported, the
department was of opinion that they had acted upon some of which.
they had no jurisdrction, and in others had manifestly made improper allowances for which the funds were not liable; and in such
cases it declined to confirm and carry out their decisions. The
claimants appealed to Congress, and the whole subject of the jurisdiction of the commissioners, and the obligation of the Executive
to pay their awards out of the funds on hand was fully and elaborately examined and reported upon by a comm~ttee of the House,
whose report (391) is part of the document above referred to. At
the preceding session a joint resolution had passed both Houses,
directing the payment of the awards of the commissioners. This
resolution was not signed by the President. because, as stated by
him, "the balance of the fund provided by Congress for satisfying
claims, under the 17th article of the Cherokee treaty, referred to
in the resolution, is wholly insufficient to meet the claims still
pending. To direct the payment, therefore, of the whole amount
of those claims which happened to be first adjudicated, would prevent a rateable distribution of the fund among those equally entitled
to its benefits. Such a violation of the individual rights of the
claimants would impose upon the government the obligation of
making further appropriations to indemnify them, and thus Congress would be obliged to enlarge a provision, liberal and equitable,
which it had made for the satisfaction of all the demands of the C!~ero
kees." Congr~ss, however, differed in opinion with the President,
as to the prepriety of withholding payment until all the claims had
been decided, and, upon the report referred to, re-enacted the joint
resolution directing the payment of the a wads of tbe commi~sioners
out of the funds on hand. The commission having by this time
been terminated, and the amounts allowed by them being ascertained to be less than the balance on hand, the objection ur:-ed by
the President against the former resolution no longer existed, and
the second was therefore signed by him. These awards were for
claims of various kinds, and embraced among others those of the
classes which, by the treaty, were to be paid for by the U_nited
States. In like manner a joint resolution has been passed during the
present session of Congress, dirf'cting that the claim of Betsey Mcintosh, a Cherokee, to the value of a reservation allowed by thP last
board of commissioners, under the 17th article of the treaty of 1835-'6,
should be paid out of the funds on hand, thus further confirming
the construction tLat the ~ppropriations which have been made embraced and provided for the objec.ts specially stipulated in the
treaty to be paid for by the United States. Thus it appears to have
been condusivt:ly settled that the additional amount allowed by
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the supplement and the act of June 12, 1838, included and made
provision for all claims against the United States, which were not
otherwise provided for by separate and special appropriations.
The reason of the discrimination in the manner of making provision for claims to be paid by the United States, viz: the making
special appropriations for some of these objects and including the
others in the general amouut allowed by the :::.upplement, (the appropriation of June 12, 1838, being considered a part of it,) 1s plain.
The pensions were obligations upon the United States wholly inilepen dent of the treaty, and, as such, were a part of our general
pension system. The commutation of the permanent annuity was
also an extraneous and independent matter, having no necessary
connexion with the treaty-with the cession of the lands east, the
removal of the Indians, or any other of the necessary arrangements
under the. treaty. It waR simply an agreement for putting in a different shape an obligation upon the government under other treaties.
In regard to the other two items, the Osage reservations and the
missionary improvements, the amount in the one case was known,
and in the other coulrl easily and soon be ascertained. They had
no connexion with the great object of the treaty-emigration-and
could in no way inte1 fere with it. This was not the case with the
other items-reservations, and losses, and damages. The amounts
required for these were uncertain and unknown; no estimate could
be made, and no appropriation asked for them. Their settlement
and payment had an immediate and important bearing upon the
policy of emigration, which it was all important should go on as
rapitlly as possible, in order that the genera.l government might be
relieved, at as early a period as practicable, from the embarrassing
position in which it was placed towards the States where the Indians were; a position which had been extremely critical, and
which had, at one time, involved the most momentous consequen ces.
The Indians could not be expected to remove until their r eservations, and losses, and damages, were ascertained and settled. To
ascertain the amounts required for them, and then obtain the necessary appropriations, would have produced much delay, w hieh it
was of great importance to avoid, in order that the Indians might
remove at once. Hence, under these circumstances, and like the
pre-emptions and reservations, which were to have been confirmed,
they were compromised an provided for in the $600,000 additional a1lowed by the 30th article of the supplement, increased by
the further grant in the appropriation act of June, 1838, to
$1,647,067. And hence the general and comprehensive provision
in that article, Lat that sum was to "include all claims of every
nature and description against the government of the U niteJ StatEs
not herein otherwise expressly provided for;" that is, not" otherwise provided for in the supplement, as was specially done with
respect to claims of several descriptions; the object being to make
_provision at once for all claims having any bearing upon the policy
()f early emi~ation, or in any way likely to interfere with it.
Upon the construction and principles thus set forth, a proper
:;ettlement under the treaty of 1835-'6 would be as follows, ar-
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ranging separately, 1st, the consideration for the lands east stipulated by the treaty, and 2d, the additional amount granted by the
supolement and the act of June 12, 1838, and the items properly
payable out of them respectively, viz:

1. Consideration stipulated for the lands east .•••• $5,000,000 00
From which deduct the following charges thereupon:
Amount allowed the United States
for the additional 800,000 acres of
land west...... . • • • • • • • • • • . . . • .
$500,000 00
Amount allowed, as the value of improvements and ferries, by the
commissioners, under the 17th ar. ticle, including the expense of
valuing agents, and other necessary incidental expenses..... . • • • 1, 737,567 23
So much of amount expended for
and on account of removal and
subsistence, including necessary
incidental expenses of enrolling
agents, conductors, commissaries,
interpreters, &c. • • • • • . . . • . • • • • • 1, 979,198 94
Amount of claims of citizens of
the United States against the Cherokee nation, awarded by the commissioners, under the 17th article
59,574 25
Amount of . claims of Cherokees
against the same, in the form of
national due- bills, or debts, awarded by same commissioners .••••••
17,561 41
Amount invested for the general na·
500,000 00
tional funds ...•.. ·••..•• ·.•.•••••
Amount of compensation paid to the
'Cherokee committee, provided for
22,026 89
under 12th article .•.••..•••.•••
- - - - - - - - 4,815,928 72 •
Balance ...... ............................ .

184,071 28

2. Allditional amount allowed by supplement and
.
act of June 12, 1838 ..••••.•••••..•••••••••••• $1,617 , 067 00
From which deduct the following!
Amount allowed for reservations of
all classes by commissioners, under 17th article..... . • • • • • . • • • • •
$256,440 01
Amount allowed by commissioners
for spoliations of all kinds, including" rents'i or damages for· dispossession of property and im-
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provements, being amount for
which it was determined the same
would have rented during the period of dispossession, and including, also, the amount of damages
allowed Cherokees in consequence
of dispossession within two years
after the ratification of treaty, during which the Indians were to be
permitted to remain ••••••.••••••
Amount allowed by commissioners
for pre-emptions ...•••.•••••••••
}i'or and on account of removal and
subsistence •••••.•.••••••••••••••

15

438,095 35
15,589 00
935,942 64
- - - $1,647,067 00

The amount on account of dispos~ession within the two years
aftPr the ratification of the treaty, included in the above sum of
$439,095 35, is $47,596 ·10, the greater portion of which is believed
to have been improperly allowtd, though the Indians insisted upon
it. Tbey were not actually dispossessed; their improvements
would be valued, say at an early period within the two years, and
they would receive the value, and relinquished them and remove
west. They no I ong er had any right to them, after having been
paid for them, and yet the commissioners appear to have allowed
them, in addition to their value, the amount which it was estimated
the possession of them would have been worth during the whole of
the remaindt r of the two vears.
From the foregoing stat.ement are excluded certain expenditures
for ext' aneous objects, arising in the course of the execution of
the treaty, which were improperly charged t0 the funds under and
appropriated to carry it into effect. They are as follows, viz:
Amount paid for improvements abandoned under treaty
of 1828, which should have betn taken out of appropriation made therefor, in June, 1834...............
$330
Amount to Dr. Hetzel for medieal services, which should
have been paid from appropriation of $100,000 for
that and other objects, made June 12, 1838 ...••...• ,.
744
Amount paid for benefit uf poorer classes of Cherokees,
provisions, clothing, &c., which should have bee.n
chargerl to above n~entioned appropriation of $100,000 40,644
Amount paid to John Smith and James Rogers, delegates from the western Cherokees, present at the negotiation of treaty of 1835-'36, for their trouble and"
expenses ...••.•.••• ~... • • • • . • • • . • • • • • . • • • . • • • . • • • 1,500

26
00
74
,

00

43,219 co
--------Accorlling, therefore, to a "just and fair settlement," under the
trca1 y of 1835-'36, upon principles recognized and acted on by
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both Congress and the Executive, the amount left for per capita
distribution to all the Cherokees residing east, at the date of that
treaty, is $184,071 28. The Cherokees generally have, no doubt,
been led to expect a much larger amount, and will, consequently,
be somewhat disappointed at the result. Their erroneous expectations have arisen from the actual and proper state of accounts, and
the proper prin'ciples of settlement, not having been known and
understood, anJ from the consequent inaccurate representations
which have been made upon the subject.
The fact has also pi'obably been lost sight of, that the greater
proportion of those entitled to this per capita distribution have received it, or the benefit of a considerable amount of the funds intended for it, in another form. A brief recapitulation of the facts
will show that this has been the case; and that, under the circumstances, the government is in no way responsible for the result,
unsatisfactory though it may be; it having been brqught about by
themselves, or the majority of them.
It is well known that the majority of the Cherokees, acting under the influence and advice of their head men, were greatly averse
to emigration; they resisted every argument and every persuasive ·
means that could be used to induce them to remove, in accordance
with the treaty, which they were told was the law of the land, and .
which, therefore, the Exeeutivc was bound to enforce. They opposed every effort till the last moment they could br. permitted to
remain, when, in order to carry out the obligations of the treaty,
to fulfil the just expeetations of the States in which they were,
and to prevent collisions, and possibly bloodshed, between them
and our own citizens, the government was compelled, at a heavy
expense, to send a considerable military force into the country occupied by them, in order to accomplish their removal. This measure had its effect; but from the operation of the same influences,
the Indians were still averse to being removed by government
agency. They preferred an arrangement for emigrating themselves, and made a proposition to that effect to Major General
Scott, who was in command of the troops, and was charged with
the removal of the Cherokees. They proposed to undertake the
whole business of emigrating their own people, at the rate of
$65,880 for every one thousand removed. This General Scott regarded as extravagant, and he requested them to reconsider their
proposition, telling them "that the whole expense of emigration
is to be paid out of the appropriations already made by Congress,
the general surplus of whtch is to go to the Cherokee nation in
various forms;" and that they had, therefore, "a direct general
interest in conducting the movement as economically as circumstances will permit." Instead of reducing, they increased the
amount; whereupon General Scott said to them, "I perceive, that
after a full consideration, you arlhere to the calculation of $65,880,
with a slight addition for soap, for the comfortable emigration by land
of every thousand Cherokees from this to their new country west of
the Mississippi; ~the Cherokee people are exclusively inte:-ested .fl.
ihe cost as well as the comfort of the removal, I do not feel at lib-.
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erty to withhold my sanction." The Secretary or War, in reply
to General Scott upon the subject, took the same view; he was of
opinion that the amount was "very extravagant;" that thirty dol·
1ars per head had been regarded as sufficient, and that "whatever
sum, over and above this amount, that may be expended for this
purpose, (removal,) will have to be deducted from the original
purchase money agreed to be pqid them by the treaty of New
Echota, (the five millions,) and this must be fully explained to the
chiefs and head men, and ought to be understood by the nation;"
that the executive could not recommend to Congress to increase
the appropriations made, "believing, as it does, the amount already
given to be suffic ient for the objects proposed." The Cherokees
would agree to no more economical arrangement; and as it appeared to be the only way of effecting a general and satisfactory
emigration, if not of avoiding the use of military force and the
effusion of blood, the arrangement was agreed to and carried out.
Some time after the emigration had been completed, Mr. John
Ross, who was at the head of the committee that entered into the
arrangement with G eneral Scbtt, presented a claim for the alleged
cost of tmigratin g the Cherokees, under that arrangement, OYer
ar.d above the amount stipulated_, amounting to the large sum of
$581,346 88~. This claim was fully examined into and rejected
by the Commissioner of Indian Affairs, lVIr. Crawford, and the Sec·
1etary of War, Mr. Poinsett. An appeal was taken to the Presi·
dent, Mr. Van Buren, who thought that, on proper evidence of expenditure, the sum of $94,406 68, or so much of 1t as was supported by proper vouchers, might, in equity, be allo·wed and paid.
The remainder he rejected entirely; and, on a subsequent application, he stated that he considtred his previous decision final, and
refused to re-open the case. (See Report Committee H. R. No.
1098, 2d session 27th Congress ) It was nevertheless subsequently
re opened by another Secretary of War, and the whole amount allowed and pai cl
(See same document.) It will be seen, however,
that this allewance and payment was influenced in a great measure
by the fact stated by General Scott, that Mr. Ross and the delegation charged with making the arrangemt·nts for the removal, were
fully apprised that any t'Xcess of expenditure incurred therein would
be a charge upon the nation, and by the circumstance that the national counsel authorised . Mr. Ross to prosecute the claim and receive the money in behalf of the nation. There was thus paid,
for the removal of about 13,149 Cherokees, the large sum of
$1,357,745 92, or $103 25 and a fraction for each individual, man,
woman and child . Wht-ther this sum was actually absorbed in the
mere removal of the Indians or not, it was paid on the demand of
the Cherokees thf'mst>lves; and tht-y must be considered as having
enjoyed the benefit of it, in that or some other way, and the amount
for per capita dtstributton was thus materially diminished.
1 deem it proper also to state here that the amount charged,
in the foregoing st::>ttlement, for removal anrl subsistence, embraces
the :-u•m of $172,316 47, for subsistt::>nce for five arlditional months
beyond the one year, which was furnished to the Cherokees, under
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c·rcumstances of destitution and necessity, at their own request and
upon the express understanding and condition that the sam ... was to
be advanced out of. their own funds, ~nder the treaty of 1835-'6
The amount for per capita was thus sti 11 further reduced.
By the 9th article of the treaty of 1846, it is provided that "all
the investments and expenditures whicn are properly chargeable
upon the sums granted in the treaty of 1835, arnounttng in
the whole to five millions six hundred thousand doLlars, (which investments and expenditures are particularly enumerat~d in the
15th article of the treaty of 1835,) shall be first deducted from the
said aggregate sum, thus a~certaining the residuum or amount wh1ch
would, under such matsha1ling of accou,nts, be left for per capita
distribution among the Cherokees, emigrating under the treaty of
1835; excluding all e1ctravagant or improper expenditures, and then
allow to the old settlers (or western Cherokees) a sum equal to
one-third part of 'said restduum, to be distributed per cap1ta to each
individual of said party of 'old sdtlers' or 'western Cherokees;'"
comprising all those west at the date of the treaty of 1835-'6. In
ascertainmg this "residuum" or balance, it is required that, instead
of the amount actually paid for the removal and subsistenct> of the
Cherokees, there shall be deduetfd only the sum to which the
expenditures for those objects would have amounted, at the rates
specified in the 8th article of the treaty of 1835; to be paid as a
commutation therefor to those who removed ancl subsisted thPmse]ves, viz: $20 for removal and $33 33 for subsistence, or $53 33
for both.
There is an evident inconsistency in that port'on of the fourth
article above quoted. The $5,000,000 was granted by the fi ist article of the treaty of 1835, and the $600,000 by the third article of
its supplement. The investments and expenditures, enumerated in
the 15lh article of the treaty, do not embrace all that are properly
chargeable upon those sums; for the 3rl article of the supplement
specifically provides for the application of a portion of the
600,000 to objects not specified in the 15th article of the treaty, as
has already been shown. "The investmE-nts and ('Xpenditures which
. are properly chargeable upon" the $5;600,000, cannot, therefore, be
restricted to the objects "particularly enumerated in the 15th article of the treaty," but mnst be regarded as including all for which,
by the terms of the treaty and the supplement, that sum was intended to provide.
The settlement with the old settlers, or western Cherokees, would
therefore be as follows, classifying the funds and the objects of
.-xpf'nditure in the same manner as that already adopted in making
he settlement under the treaty of 1835-'36:
1. Consideration for the lands and possessions east
From which deduct .the following:
C onsicleration for the 800,000 addit ional acres of land west...... • •

$500,000 00

$5,000,000 00
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.Amount allowed for improvements
and ferries prior tO the date of the
tre~ty of 1~46 ..........•...••.• 1,732,232 23
Claims of citizens of the United
States against the Cherokee nation .••••.•••••••••.•••••••••••
59,574 25
Claims of inrlividual Cherokees
against the same ••••••.•••••.•••
17,561 41
Compensation of Cherokee committee · ..••••..••.•••..••.•••••.
22,026 89
Investments as national funds .•••••
500,000 00
On account of removal and subsisten ee, at the rate of $53 33 per
head ..•••.•••••.•••••.••••••.••
909,313 34

3,740,708 12
Balance ••••••.•••••••••••••••••••••••••

1,259,291 83
--::;:--=:-::=-===

2. Additional amount allowed by third article of
sup p l e n1 en t • • .. • • • . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . • • • . • • • • • .
From which deduct the following:
Spoliations, including "rents" and
damages, as previously set forth,
all owed prior to date of treaty of
1846....... .. . . . . . . . . . • . . . • • . . . $434' 861 85
Reservations allowed for prior to
same date...... • • • • • • . • • • • • • • • •
116,882 50
Pre-emptions allowed for prior to
same date......................
15,589 00
For and on account of removal and
subsistence. .. • • . • • • • • . • • • .. • • • •
32,666 65

$600,000 00

600,000 0()
Thus the "residuu"',," a!"certained in the manner directed by the
-treaty of 1846, is $1,259,291 83; of whlch the old settlers are en-titled to one-third, w.h.,icb is $419,763 96.
This amount, according to the fourth article of that treaty, is to
be paid by the United States in consideration of the relinquishment, by the old settlers, of the interest which that instrument decided they had in the country east, but which interest was not embracf'd and provided for by the treaty of 1835-'36.
This will
make the whole cost to the government of the purchase of the
country and possessions of the Cherokees east, exclusive of the
'Value of the country given them west, and of the large expenditures for the military force which the perverse conduct of the
Cherokees rendered it necessary to send into their country to remove them, the enormous sum of $7,539,065 44.
V,z: consideration stipulated by the treaty •••••••• $5,000,000 0()
Additional amount o-r anted by supplement.... • • • •
600,000 00-
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Arlditional amount granted by act of June 12th, 1838 $1,047,067 00
Expenditures out of $100,000 appropriated by same
act for provisions and clothing for poorer classes
of Cherokees, medical attendance, medicines, and
other objects for facilitating removal of Cherokees .•••••••••• : ••.••••.•••••••••••••••••••.•
60,128 08
Expense of negotiating treaty of 1835-;36, and
supplement, and of delegation of Chernkees to
Wao;;hington, who signed the latter ...••...•..••
37,080 97
Extinguishment of title to Osage reservations in
country west ..•••...•.••...••.•.•..••.•.•....
15,000 00
Improvements on Union and Harmony missionary
reservations ...•••..•••.•.•••...••...•••.....•
$25,000 00
Extra compensation to General Scott for his services
in connexion with Cherokee removal. .•••••.•.•
1,952 00
Compensation of the several boards of commissioners, clerks, and interpreters, and contingent expenses of same •••••.•......••••..•••••.•••...
56,709 02
Cost of surveying and fixing boundaries of country
'vest •••••....••..•••..•.••.•.•••.•..••...•.•
6,699 24
Expenditures for various extraneous objects paid out
of Cherokee funds, but not properly chargeable
thereto, (and not so charged in preceding settlemen1,) and which will therefore have to be refunded by the United States ...•.•••..••••...•..
43,219 00
Amount ailowed Clements, B r yan & Co., under
special act of Congress for their relief, for damages on account of their contract for subsisting
emigrating Cherokees, having been supPrsed ed by
the arrangement made by General Scott with John
Ross, and others .•••.•..••••.••••••••••• ~ •..••
31,302 10
Amount allo~ed by Treasury Department to Williamson Smith as d:::tmages, under contract for removal of Cherokees, which was superseded in the
51,70042
same way.,. .. ............................ : . .•
Amount allowed by special aet of Congrt-ss to
Laugtry & Jeukins, for damages arising out of
supersedure, in same way, of their contract for
1,443,65 0()
furnishing emigrant Cherokees with slines ..•••••
Amount of speciol allowances already paid, .made
by treaty of 1846, to "government party" and
142,000 0()
"treaty party" of Cherokf'es .•••••••••••..••••
419,763 96
Amount award~d to old settlers .••••.••.•••••••••

$7,539,065 44

==-=-::.

This, certainly, is a f<~r greater sum than it was ever contemplated when the treaty of 1835-'6 was tnt'lde, the United States
·wou I d have to pay, on a1:cou,nt of that m~BSIHe; the $5,000,000
fixtd by the Senate as the value of the couutry and possessious of
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the Cherokees east, being intended to embrace the whole expense,
except a moderate amount for the objects which it was stipulated
:n the treaty the government was to pay for in addition. According to that 'understanding the amount should have been under six
millions of dollars, while, if the large expenditures on account of
the military force which had to be sent in to the Cherokee country
were included, with the allowances herein made, under the treaty
-of 1846, the whole cost would not, probably, be far, if any thing,
· short of ten millions of dollars.
I now proceed to state the result, unrler the treaty of 1846, with
reference to the amounts which it will be necessary that Congress
appropriate in order to fulfil the stipulations of that treaty, according to the construction herein adopted.
The aggregate balance in the treasury of all the funds
under the treaty of 1835-'6, the supplement and
the appropriat;ion of June 12, 1838, applicable to
objects to be embraced in the .settlement with the
Cherokees, is •••• , • • • • • . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . . . • • • ..
·'()n which there are outstanding demands for t·laims
of various kinds, allowed by the commissioners under
the 17th article of the treaty of 1835-'6, and for
comrnu;ation of removal · and subsistence, which
ha vc been suspended for further evidence • • . • • • . •

$58,670 48

19,721 98

:Balance applicable ................................ $38,948 50
This amount deducted from the balance shown by the settlement
under the treaty of 1835-'6, makes a discrepancy between what remains in the treasury, ancl what should be there according to that
sett 1 ement, of $145,122 78.
This discrepancy arises from the deductio n o the amounts for
certain objects improperly charged to the f 1l1H under the treaty,
and which, as stated, the United States have 'o make good, from
the defalcation of two persons, at the time officers of the arrr1y,
acting as disbursing agents of the Indian department, amounting
to $16,976 54, and from moneys in the hands of a former agent for
the Cherokees, whose accounts have not yet been finally settled.
\Vhatever amount may be found due the United States on such set-tlement, will, no doubt, be forthcoming soon thereafter, but it is
deerne(l best to estimate for the whole amount required to carry the
treaty of 1846 fully into effect, without reference to any ~ uch
contingency, ~s, whatever amount may then be returned to the
treasury will not be used, but go directly to the sur'p lus fund. The
sums required to be appropriated will, therefore, be as follows,

viz:

·

.Jmount found due the "old settlers" or "western
Cherokees" according to the allowance made to
them by the treaty of 1846 .. . • . .. • .. • . .. .. • . . .

$419,763 96

22

Ex. Doc. No. 65 .

.Amount found flue the Cherokees residing east at thP
date of the treaty of 1835-'6.... • • • • • • • . • • . • . • .
Deduct amount on hand applicable...............
J3alance required to be appropriated .•••.••• ~ •••••

$184,071 28
603,835 24
38, !148 50
564,886 74

====

Although I think it has been clearly shown that the assumptwn, ·
in the treaty of 1846, that certain expenditurf's under the trt>aty of
1835-'6 had, improperly, been charged to the "five million fund,"
ar.d that the United States were therefore bound to make good the
amount thereof, was an error; and, though this office is entirely sat
isfied that full and ample justice is done in the prineiplts and results of the settlement herein made, I ) et det:'m it proper to state
the amounts of those expendttures under their several heads. They
are as follows, viz:
1st. Amount for reservations, except that class
which, like spoliations, are specifically and in
terms provided for in the 3d article of the supplement . • • • • • • • • • . • • • . . • • . • • • . • • • • • . . • • . • • • .
$125,477 51
2d. "Rents," viz., amounts allowed for dispossession of improvements prior to treaty............
164,549 02
3d. Amounts a1lowed for same during two years
they were permitted by the treaty to remain.....
47,596 10
4th. Amount paid for valuing agents, enrolling and
removing agents, commissaries, and interpreters,
&c., and for services of Cherokee committee....
163,296 38
Total .••••••.••..••.•••.•••••.•••••••••••••

500,919 01

======

For the details of this last item, see the accompanying statement furnished by the Second Auclitor of the Treasury, which.
gives the various classes of officers and agents employed, and th
amount expended for each.
The foregoing is respectfully submittefl for your information, and
in order that application may be made to Congress for the requi.site appropriations.
Very respectfully, yoy.r obedient servant,

W. MEDILL.
l-Ion. WM. L. MAncv,
Secretary of War.

STATEMENT
BY THE

SECOND AUDITOR OF THE TREASUR ,
OF

.Jlmo'ltnts paid to various classes of officers and agents employed in
the execution of the Cherokee treaty of 1835-'36 .

•

Statement showing the amount of the payments made and charged to the appropriations of July 2, 1836, and June
12, 1838,for can·ing into effect the treaty of .New Eclwta of De€ember, 1835, and its supplement, for the
objects herein specified, as requ, est~d by the Commissioner of Indian .11tfairs, per letter addressed to the Second
·
.IJ.ud·itor of tl~e Treasury, u.nder dat,e of October 12, 1836.
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Names of disbursing agents, &c.

Cl.>

s
~

Date of settlement.

When disbursed.
r

Q)

rn

..

<.-.
0

.
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Benjamin F. Curry, superintendent ...•.•
Do
do
do ....••
Do
do
do
J. F. Schermerhorn, commissioner ..••••
Philip Minis, military disbursing agent ..
Jno. C. Reynolds , military dis. agent ....
Do

do

---

00

do

......

893

Q)

l=l..

0

3d quarter, 1836 ...•.•....
4th
do
...••. · · · ·
3d
do
3d
do
4th quarter, 1836, and 1st,
2d, and 3d quarters, 1837.
Sept. 26, 1837 From March 3 to July 10,
1837 .....•..••.•..•
June 19, 1839 From July 1, 1837, to Mar .
31, 1838 .....
Aug. 20, 1838 4th quarter , 1837 .......
Jan. 24 , 18:39 1st and 2d quarters, 1838 ..
May 28, 1839 3d and 4th quarter~•, 1833,
and 1st quarter, 1839 ....
Nov. 16, 1837 2d quarter, 1837 ..........
Mar. 9, 1838 3d
do
•• , •. ~,,.
0

J oel Cruttenden , ag-ent
Do
do
Do
do

o ••• o ••• o •

• •••••

················
················

J'. P. Simonton, military disburs'g agent.
Do
do
do ••••••

2,025
2,589
3,136
1, 042
1, 431

~

.;

.;:
Q)

6

blJ

s:::

]

Q)

....
0

rn

£<:>
:::3

'"C

~
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s:::
0
0

on

~
Q)
blJ

~

t'!j

.

••

0 •••• 0

••

o ••

o

1,477 36 $1 ,355 00 $9 ,063 93

838 35
5DO 00
1,000 00

··········
··········
··········

I, 142 35

2,748 00

331 00

-~

""
A
:::3

?

~

1,356 00

·········· ··········
100 00

··········

~

··········
1, 313 08

..........

857 68

··········
..........

3,592 00
477 45
36 00 ..•.••.•••

~

~

{j

60 00 $1 , 260 56
204 00
296 00
972 00

~
0
~

tll

.......... ·········· ·········· ··········
$365 00
..........
·········· ··········
·········· ·········· ..........
·········· .......... ··········
·········· ··········
·········· ··········

1836
1836
1837
1836
1837

0. 0.

3,229

!::>.()

s:::
Q)

·;.:::

20 ,45'") ; July 16,
20,6851 J,' . 3,
4~3
J.VhJ :~ o,
20,458 July 14,
811 Aug. 25,

~
Q)

'"d

"S:::3

z

on

~
Q)

d

Q)

~

'§

on

1
0
0

Do
Do

do

do

1,560

18~8

do
do
Do
Jo
'
do
Do
do
do
Jo!:oph Hook, special agent ........... .
Edward Deas, military di:sl.mr:sing agent.

2,161
2,180
3,614
922
3,59!

April18,
Aug. 27,
Nov. 2,
Aug. 23,
Oct. 7,
Sept. _19,

F. R. H. K. Whiteley, disLursing agent.
G. S. Drane, military disbursing .1gent ..

3 .4~6
3,638

Aug. 15, 1839
Oct. 3, 1839

J. Van Horne,

1,474
3,918

Mar. 21, 1838
Dec. 7, 1839

V. P. Van· Antwerp, disbursing agent. ..

1,611

May

1, 1838

R. D. C. Collins, military dis. agent ....
J. R. Stephenstm, do
do •..•..
Benjamin King ......•.............•..
Henry Baten1an ... , ........•.........
J 1nnes Deadnek , .•..•..••...•.•.•....
W. H. Underwood .............•......
Johnson K. Rogers ................... .
Lewis G. De Russey ....••...•........
Do
.....•..•••......
Henrv Smith ............•... , ••.•....
W
Armstrong ....... , .. , . , .......•.
Capt. John Page, military dis. agent ....

3,61<9
5,874
3,311
4,200
462
20, ·124
6,520
1,609
1,804
210
7,434
2,876

Sept.
May
July
Feb.

12, 1839
28, 1841
lO, 1839
26, 1840

John Ross •....•••..•••.••••.•..•...•.

6,289

Do

do
do

do
do

m:

1R38
1833
1839
1837
1839

l··········.

·····::··· f··········l

4th
do
••••••....
524 ooj.•••••.•..
1st quarter: 1838.,........
63o 90 1,410 001
32 00 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . •
2d
do
.. , . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . .
R16 00 • • • • • • • • • . 1• ••• , , ••• , ••••••••••
3d and 4th quarters, 1838.. ... .. ... .. 2,231 37 .......... ........... . . . . . . . . . .
1
3d quarter, 1837 •...... ; ..... ,, .......•.••.........•...
2d, 3d, and 4th quarters,
I
1838,andlstquar., 1839. ..........
3 00 .......... 2,725 42 . . . . . . . . . .
3d quarter, 1838.......... .. . .. .. . .. . . .. • . .. . . .. .. .. .. .
944 77 1 ........ ..
2d, 3d, and 4th quarters,
I
1838.. .... .. .. . . . . . . . . . . ... • ••. . . . . .. . .. .. . . ... . .•.•• 1,571 42~ ..... •·•••
2d and 3d quarters, 1837... . .. • . .. .. .
10 00 .................... I ........ .
4th quarter, 1837, and 1st
and 2d quarters, 1838 ............ .
187 41 •.....•••• ,,, .•..•.•• , , ..••...•••
4th quarter, 1837, and 1st
quarter, 1838 .............••••.... j •••••• , ••• , •••••••••• , • • • • • • • • • 1,320 00
3d quarter, 1838.......... .. . ...... ,. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
. 78 00 .........•
1S38 and 1839 .. :. .. .. .. .. .. • .. • .. ..
64 90 ............................. .
4th quarter, 1838 .................... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . · · · . . · · · · · ·
2d
do
. . • . • • • • • . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
162 20 ...•••...•

·1·.................. .

I

.............
······················ ·········· ·········· ··········
................... .
July 12, 1836 . . . . • . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . • . • • • • . • . • • . • . . . . . . . . . . . . .
472 00 ...•••.....•••••..••
,.,

1

Deo. 16, 1841 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . • . • . . . . . .. • . . • • •
368 00 .... , • . ................•.•...•
Jan. 9,1845 4thquarter,1837 ........................................ 1. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Mar. 1, 1845 .......••........... , •.••. : . ..• , ........ , , ......... , , ........... , ...... , ••. ,
Sept. 22, 1843 ...•..............•.•..........•.......•••.....•••••..•....•••...•.•...•...•
Oct. 21, 1842 2d quarter, 1841 ....... ·• ................ , ................................. .
Mar. 25, 1839 2d, 3d, and 4th quarters:
1838.. .... .. . .. .. .. .. .. . 1,508 00
249 00.......... 1,591 75 1,278 75
Sept.17, 1841 1838 and 1839 ......................................... 15,320 0!~ ......... .
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Joel Cruttenden, agent ................ .
Do
do ...•.............
, Do
do .•...••..........

16,
5,
30,
14.
25,
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3d quarter, 1836 .................... ,.....•.... · · · · · · · · · · · · • • · · · • · · ,. • · • · • · · · •
4t.n
do
............................... · · .. · · · • ...... · · · · ·
3J
do
....................
3d
do
.............................. . · · · • • • · • · · · · · · · · · · • .• · · · • · • • • •
4th quarter, 1836, and 1:-t,
'
.
1
1
2d, an·J .3d quartt:>rs, 1837.
$646 00 $2,738 03 · · · · · ·· ... ,..•• • •· ... . . . . . . . . . . .
893 Sept. 26, 183 7 I From March 3, to July 10,
1837...................
915 00
872 00
$428 00..........
$97 80
3,229 June 19, 183 9 From July 1, 1837, to Mar.
1
31, 1838............... 2,562 29 1,968 001
253 50 .......... ,
615 00
2,025 Aug . 20, 183 8 4thquarter,1837 .......... 1,772 00 l,o65 00
320 00 $1,801 OO j 1,323 00
201 50 2,62-l 00 2,672 00
215'39 Jan. 24, 1839 1st aml2d quarters, 1838.. 2,198 OU 2,191 50
3,136 May 28, 1839 3d and 4th quarters, 1838,
I
and 1st quarwr, 1839....
1, ~36 00 3,039 501 2,189 50 3,689 001 1 ,502 00
1,042 Nov. 16, 18~7 2d quarTer, 1837.... . . . . .
3,19 (J(
270 00
72 50..........
50 00
I ,431 ) Mar_. 9, 1838 3d
do
.. .. .. • • .. .. .. .. . • ..
232 50 . ................... ,......... .
do ·
. .. .. .. . .. . .. .. .. .. .
322
1 ,560 Apnl 18, 1333 4th
2, Hil Aug . 27, 1833 ht quarter 1838....................
315 00 ............................. .
2,180 1 Noy. 2, 1838 2u
do
, :. , ...... 1•• , . . . . . . ••
334 50 .................... l.. ,, •• , •••
1836
1837
1836
1837
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!....... · · !·... ·· ···· ··•.. ···"'f ... · .... • ~
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J. P. Simonton, military disburs'g_agent ..
l>o
do
do
•..•..
Do
do
do
.....• 1
Do
do
•
do
•••••• 1
Do
do
do
, ••••• 1

•

-------1
I

Benjamin F. Curry, superintendent ••.•.. 20,4b2 July
Do
do
do
•..... 20,6>{5 Oc.t.
493 May
Do
do
do
.••.•.
J. F. Schermerhorn, commissioner ....•.. 20,453 July
811 Aug.
Philip Minis, military disbursing agent ...

Do

s::

~

•

~I

~

Jno. C. Reynolds, military dis. agent. ••..

..,

vi

011

.......

.
:J
s::
Q;)

•

51'1 ·........ .......... I·........ .

~

Do

do

do

.....

·I

,fi141

3
Aug. 23, 1839 3d anci 4th qnartcrs, 1838 ..••••••••••
330 oo! .•••••••••.•••••••••.•••••••••
922 Oct. 7, 1837 3d qnarter, 1837. . . . • . . . . . . • . • • • . . . . • . . . . . . . I..•••............. ...•••.••.••
3,594 Sept. 19, 1839 2d, 3d, and 4th quarters,

Joseph Hook, special a~ent .....•.......
Edward Deas, military di~bursing agent .•

F. R. H. K. Whiteley, ?isbur.sing agent .. 1 3,486
G. S. Drane, m1!itary dtsburswg agent.·
3,638

·1

J. Van Horne,
Do

d{}
do

do
do

•••.•.

Oct.

1 ,4741 Mar. 21, 1838
Dec. 7,1839

3,918

1 ,Gll

R. D. C. Collins, military dis. agent .....
J. R. Sttphen!>on do
do
•...•.

3,689 Sept. 12, 1839
5,8i4 May 28 1841

John Ross .•.•.•••••••••.•.•••••••.•••.

I

3, 1839

V. P. Van Antwerp, disbursing agent •••.

Benjamin King ........•...•.•.........
Henry Bateman ...................... .
J Rmes Ueadnck .....•............••...
'\V. H. Underwood ..............•......
Johnson K. Rog-ers ...•••.•.........••..
Lewis G. De Russey ..............•..•.
Do
...•.....•..•.•..••
Henry Smith •...••..••.•.•••....••.••.
W m. Arn1strong .•...........•.....•.••
Capt. John Page, military dis. agent .•••.

1838,;~nd btquar., 1839. 3,13R 55 1 l,n34 501 . . . . . . . . . .
340 00
335 63
3d qnarter, IS3S..........
630 OU
931 8V 1............................. .
Zd, 3d, and 4th quarters,
1838.. ...... .... . ...... 1,095 76 1 ,032 00 .......... , ..... ·•·•· ..... •···•
2d and 31 quarters, 1837... . . . • .... . .
4 00 .................... 1 . . . . . . . .· •
4th quarter, 1837, and ..1st
and 2d qllarters, 1838 .......... • ... · · · • • • • ...... • •• • • ' I" .. • • • • • •t• . . . . . . . . .
4th quarter, 1837, and 1st
.
quarter, 1838 ...•....•...•••.•..•..•••.•.......•.••... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
3J quarter, 1838 ............. • ..•. • · · · · · · · · · · . · · · · · · · · · · · · · • • · • · · · · · · · · • · • •
1833 and 1839............ . • . . . • . . . .
975 50 6 , 155 16 ..•........•.....••
4tlr quarter, 1838 ...... ·~ · · · · ·· · · · · · · · · · · · · :. ·i· · · · · · · · · · 1· · · · • · ·· · · · · · · • • • • • •

Aug. 15, 1839

3,311
4,200
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] ' 1838

July 10 1839
Feb . 2G, 1840

4fi2
20,4~4

6,620
1 ,609
1,804
210
7,434
2:876
6,289

July 12, 1~36
Dec. 16, 1841
Jan. 9, 1845
Mar. 1, 1845
Sept . 22, 1843
Oct. 21, 1842
Mar. 25, 1839
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456 00, ......••••

.....•........•...•........•.•••............. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
....•...........•. •••••••...••••••••.•• •.•••.•.•.•.••••.....• , ••••..•.••••••
4th quarter, 1837 .............................. 1. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
.....•..•.•.•.•....... , •.......••••....•••..........••.•....•..............•
............................•..•..........................••.........•.•...•
1
2d quarter, 1841..... ..... .. .. ......
117 50 1
655 501..•• · ..... · ... · •••• •
2d, 3d, and 4th quarters,
1838................... 9 ,8h7 87 4 ,560 50 1,271 51 1,464 00
707 50
Sept. 17, 1841 1838 and 1839 ............ 11,065 00 4,811 50, ............................ ..
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Jno. C. Reynolds, military dis. agent .... .
Do

do

do

July
Oct.
May
July
Aug.

16, 1836
5. 1836
30, 1837
14, 1836
25, 1837
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Sept. 26, 1837

3,229

June 19, 1839

Joel Cruttenden, agen: ...•.•...........
Do
dn •••••••••••••••..
Do
do .........•.......

2,0251 -A ug. 20, 1838
2,5q9 Jan. 24, 1839
3,136 May 28,1839

J. P. Simonton, military disburs'g agent ..
Do
do
do
.... • ·
Do
do
do
do
do
Do
Do
do
do

Nov. 16, 1837

1 ,042
1,431
1 ,5 tJ0
2' 161
2,180
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Benjamin F. Curry, superintendent ....•. 20,452
:tJo
do
do
..... . 20,6R5
493
Do
do
do
.T F. Schermerhorn, commissioner ...... . 20,45~
811
Philip Minis, military disbursing agent .. .
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3d quarter, 1836 .............................. /.......... 1$31,671 8i ........ ..

j~
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::::: .': :<: ::::: :::: ::::: ::: :::I:::::::::

·I·.........

3d
do
...............•.... . ........
4th qnarter, 1836, and 1st,
2d, and 3d quarters, 1837. $5 , 164 50 $2, 117 001

F'Ts:r.~·.·.~ 3. '~.~~~~ .~?: ..,........ :.........

: 1'· ....

8is. oo .:::: :::::

4_,041 60 ..•.•..•.•

$225 50 . • • • • • . . . .

$93 03

. . . . . . . . . . 1. . . . ·. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

1
From Jnly 1, 1837, to 'Mar.
•
31, 1838................ .. . .. .. .. . 1,073 60
1 oo 1. . . . . . . . . . .
84 54
tl.th quarter, 1837 ........•........ · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · • • · 1· · · · · · · · • · · • • · · · · · · •
ht and 2tl quarters, 1838 ............... · ......... ·.. ... .. . .. .. • .. . .
566 11
1
3d and 4th quarters. 1838,
and 1st quarter, 1839....
129 00 .......... 1. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . •
318 06
2d quarter, 1837 .....•......•..•.... • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 1• • • • • • • • • •
13..1 80
1
3d
do
.•...••...................•.•• I
6 00 .......•••.••••.••.•
4rh
do
.......... 1 1,080 oo . . . . . . . . .
htqua.rter , 1838 .......... 3,147 00 1
578 00
494 75 .................. ..
2d
do
.......... 3 1 10400!..........
1400 .......... , ........ .

I

.

·1·....... ... .................. .

~
~

0
0

~

~

9

~

~

Do
do
do
Joseph Hook, special arrent ...... · · · · .. .
Edw-ard Deas, military disbursing agent ..

3/114 1Aug.

F. R H. K. Whitelev, disbursing agent ..

3,486
3,638

Aug . 15, 1R39
Oct. 3, 18;19

1,474
3,918

M ar. 21, 183~
Dec. 7, 1839

1,611

May

1, 1838

R. D. 0. Collins, military dis. agent. ... . 3,689
do
J R. Stephenson, do
..... . 5,R74
3,311
Benja1nin King .•.••••..•••............
Henry Bat.emo.n .••••..........•••..••.•. 4,200
462
James Dead rick ...••••••••••••.•.•••••.
W. H . Under•.vood ..•.•...•......•.•... 20 ,4'24
6
,520
Johnson K. Rogers ...•.••..•. • .... , •...
Lewis G. De Russey ....•.••......•..•. 1,609
Do
••••...•....•.•.••• 1,804
210
Henry Srnith ...•...••..••••..•......•.
W m. Armstrong .....••................ 7,434
Capt. John Page, military dis. agent ..•.. 2,876

Sept.
May
July
Feb.

12, 1839
28, 1841
10. 1839
26, 1840

G S. Drane, military disbursing agent ...

J. Van Horne,
Do

v.

do
do

do
do

P. Van Antwerp, disbursing agent .•..

John Ross • ••••••.•.••••.•...••.•..••.•

23, 1839
Oct. 7, 1R37
Sept. 19, 1839

922
3 ;}94

'

\

·j~ii. i2·,·t836l
Dec.
Jan.
Mar.
Sept.
Oct.
Mar.

•!·........ .

3d and 4th quarters, 1838. . 6 , 540 ooj.......... 1,715 25 .........
3t..l quarter , 1837 ......... · · · · · · · · · . . . · · · . . . . . . 2,694 70 ..•••••.••..•.••. · • •
2<1, 3d, and 4th quarters,
1838, and l~f; quar., 1839 ..... • .... ·
892 GO.......... . .. .. . .. ..
123 24
3J quarter, 1838 . ....... .. ......... 1. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
2d, 3d , and 4th quarters,
. ·
183'3................... . . . . • • . . . . 1 , 232 90 . ......... . .......
42 99
57 75 ..••.•••.. . .•.•••••...•.••••••
2d and 3d quarters , 1837 ............. 1
4th qn>trter, 1837, and 1st
and 2d quarte rs, 1838 .... • .. . .. .. . 1
375 31
58 561. . . . . . . . . . , . . . . . . . . . .
4th quarter, 1837, and 1st
· quarter, 1R3~ ........... ·. ......... .. .. . .. . ..
667 30 . •.••.... , , ......... .
3d quar tt-r , 1838 ........
1838 and 1839 ... ; . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . .
15 00 .....•.•••...... . ...
4th quarter, 1838...... .... . ......... .......... ......... . ....... ... 4 , 124 78
2d
do
......... . ............ · ·• ·· • • · · · · •• · • • • · . ...•••... · · ....... .

·I

··1·............................................... .

: ::::::::::::::::: ::::·:: :1
:::::::::1:::::::: l :::::::: J :::::::: l :::::::::

16, 18-H
9, 1845
1, 1845
132 00.......... . . • • • • . . . . . ...•••....•..•...•
22, 1843 . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
21, 1842 2d quarter, 1841 ........................................................... ,
25, 1839 2d , 3d , and 4th quarters ,
320
1833 ........ .. . . . . . . . . . . . • • • • . . . .
ti ,289 I Sept. 17, 1841 1838 and 1839 ...•...•.... . ..... ,. ... . .....•... ... .....•....•....•....•..... ,

:~~~ ~~:a:r~~l: •: ~~~~::::: ·~:: :.::::::::::: :::: ~i~: bb:::: ~ ~~: ~~:::::::::: ·~ ::::::::::

75, .................... ,......... .

19 ,296 50

7,062

3tlti;6i5Cii ~1 471 5 ~

ttj
~

0

0
~

~

.0

~

~

('.:)
~

~

STATEMENT-Continued.

'

0

..

Appropriations .

,
i::

Names of jisbursing agents, &c.

a
'B

0>

[Date of se ttlement.

When disbursed.

Q)

......0

>.
,...

s

.g

z

I

Jno. C. Reynolds, military dis. agent .... .
Do

do

do

J ocl Cruttenden, agent .•.•••.•••••••..
Do
Do

do
do

.•.•....••.•••.•.
.•...•.•.•.•.•...

J. P. Simonton, military disburs'g agent ..
Do
do
do
..•.. .
Do
do
do
Do
do
do
• Do
do
l
do
Do
do
do

893

Jnly 16,
Oct. 5,
Mfly 30
J uiy 14,
Aug. :25,
Sept. 26,

3 1229

June 19, 1

2,0:25
2,589
3,136

Aug. 20,
Jan. 24, 1
May 28, 1

1,042 Nov. 16, 1
1,431 Mar 9, 1
1,h60 April 18, I
2,161 Aug. 27, 1
2,180 Nov. 2, 1
.~ ,614 Aug. 23 1 1

.S,...

~

00

-----·-----1--- t- - - - Benjamin F. Curry, superintendent .••••. 20,452
Do
do
do
...... 20,685
493
Do
do
do
J. F. Schermerhorn, commissioner ...••.. 20 ,45'3
811
Philip Minis, military d1suurs_mg agent... .

Cl")

1::

..0

3d quarter, 1836 ......•••.
4th
do
•.•..• • ...
3d
do
••....••..
3d
do
..........
4 h quarter. 1836, and 1st,
2d, and 3d quarters, 1837.
From Ma1 ch a to July 10,
1837 ...................
:Fn .m July 1, 1R37, to Mar.
31, 1S38 ..........•.....
4th quarter, 1837 ......... ·
ht and 2d quarters, 1838 ..
3d and 4th quarters. 1838,
and bt quarter, 1839 ....
2d quarter, 1837 ....•.•...
3d
do
..........
4.h
do
•....•....
I st quarter, 1838 .........
2d
do
..•.......
3d and 4th quarters, 1838 .•

Cl")

~
cf
>-.

biJ
1::

Q)

~

oO
00
,...,

tO

t:n

;:f
Q)

1::

0

~

::::

~

~

......... ...........
......... $31 ~~~~ ~~ ~ ........

.

s
~

bD

,...

Q)

t:o

bD

<

~

··········
$99 50 , .........
.......... .........
13 i5
··········
.

917 50
4,041 6() ...•••••..

22,894 10

...........

..........

6 50
4 62 .
138 02

.........

··········

638 04
5 25

70
70

.......... ··········
······10 99
.. ··········
47
'75
·········
28 25
69

95) ........

1,3h9 75]

~

t::;
0
~

2:

0
4,041 60
22,894 10

3,982 51 ~ ........
12,838 41
8,8n5 Ro
8,2;28 69)
15 602 81
45,755 45
00 21:923
75
:n ~ 50
1,926 50
6,670
H4 .••.•••. 25,619 26
00
50 4.344 00
'
00 10 ;913 87

$12 50

5 69

$32,954 37

~

~

~

.Toseph Hook, sp~c.ial ag~nt .. ·.···.......
Edward Deas, mthtary d1sbursmg agent..

922
3,594

Oct. 7, 1837
:::;ept. 19, 1S39

R. H. K W~iteley, ?isburf'ing agent..
G. S. Drane, mtlltary dtsbursmg agent..

3 ,4q6
3,633

Aug. 15, 18~9
Oct. 3, 18~9

1,474
3,918

Mar. 21, 1838
Dec. 7, 1839

1, 611

May

}i'.

J. Van Horne,
Do

do
do

do
do

V. P. Van Antwerp, disbursing agent ...

·I

1, 1838

R. D. C. Collins, military dis. agent ... ·· 3,689 Sept. 12, 1839
J. R. Stephenson 1 do
de
..• · · · 5,874 May 23, 1841
Benjamin King •...........•........... 3,311 July 10, 1839
Henry Bateman .•......••.........•• •·· 4,200 Feb. 26, 1840
462 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
James Dead rick ...•........•.••• · · • · · • •
\V H. Underwood ...••••.••.. · • • · • • · · · 20,424 July 12, 1836
Johnson K. RoO"ers .•....•... · · • · · • • · · · · 6,520 Dec. 16, 1841
Lewis G. De If'ussey ........... · • · · • · · · 1,609 Jan. 9, 184~
Do
......••.•...•...•. 1,804 Mar . 1, 184o
210 Sept. 22, 1843
Henry Smith .•.•••••.•.••..... ·• • • • • · •
Wm. Armstron<T ............••.. ·. · · • • · 7,434 Oct. 21, 1842
Capt. John Pag~, military dis. agent .•.•. 2,876 Mar 25, 1839
John Ross ............................. ! 6,289

I Sept.

17, 1841

3d quarter, 1837 ... ·· • ........................ , 2,694 7ct ........... \ 2,694
2d, 3d, and 4rh quarters,

~

J838, and 1st quar., 1839.
30 4o .......•.. 9,222 791 ......... . 9.222
3d quarter, 1838 .. · · · · .. •. · • • • · • · · · · · · • • .....
2,506 57 .......... 1 2,506
2d, 3d, and 4th quarters,
~·
1838...................
17 /0 .
18 00 5,010 1"21......... . 5,010
2d and 3d quarters, 1837...
10 62
25 00
107 37 ( ...... ..
4th quarter, 1837. and 1st
728
621 28 ~
an .t 2d quarters, 1838 .............. . . . . . . . . ..
4th quarter, 1:-l37, and 1st
quarter, 1838........... . . . . • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 ,9R7 30 ..•.••.•.. 1,987
117
3d quarter, 1838.......... .. .. .. .. .. 1
39 00
117 00 ........ ..
1838 and 1839............
b2 92
56 87 7,320 35 ......... . 7 320
4th quarter, 1838... ... .. .. . .. • .. .. .. . .. .. • .. .. 4, !2-! 78 ......... . 4 :1H
162
2d
do
.. .... .. .. .. .. .. • .. . .. .. .. .. ..
162 20 ....... ..
456
. . . . . . . . . . . .. . • . . . . . • . . . . . . •• •• . . . . . . . . • . •. . . .
456 00·.•••••••..
472
. . .. . .. . . .. .. . . . . . • . . • . . .. .. . . • . • • • • . . . . . • . • . .
47l 00 ......... .
368
36~ 00 ..••••....
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • •. . . . . . . •. . . . . . . •• •. . •.
4th quarter, 1837 ................... · .. .. .. .. ..
71? 00 ~
1 132
. .. . . . .. • . • . . .. . . . .. . . • . .. . . . • . • • . .. . . . .. .. . ..
41o 00 5 •·" •·"
'
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . •. •. . . . . . . •. . . . . . . ••. . ••. .
J ~2 00..........
132
2d quarter, 1841.......... .. .. .. .. .. . . .. .. .. ..
773 00..........
773
2d, 3d, and 4th quarters,
I
1838...................
140 151
49 00 .......... $23,008 7P. 23,008
1838 and 1839 ............ . ............................ 31,196 50 31,196

·I

70
79
b1
82
65
30
00
35
78
20

00
00

00
00
00
00
78
50

l:202 soi----;32 621.......•............ 235, o1663

~
~

~
0
~

~

0

0')

~

Aggregate charged to each appropriation respectively ••••.•••.....••.••.•.•••.•..•.... 181,511 35 54,205 28 235,516 63

TREASURY DEPARTMENT,

Second .lluditor's Office, January 30, 1847.

JNO. M. McCALLA, Second .lluditor.

~

I-'

Ex. Doc. No. 65.

32

Statement showing the amount of certain expenditures made and
cha'rged to the appropriations of July 2, 1836, and June 12, 1838,
foT carrying into ~Jfect the treaty of New Echota of December,
1~.35, as requested per letter J1·om the Commisswner of Indian
.lljfairs to the Second .11 uditoT, dated October 12, 1846.
EXPENDITURES.
Superintendents .•..•.....•..•....••.•.•............•............•.••••••
Clerks .............•...........•....•.................................
Valuing agents ....••......••.••...................................•....
Conductors of emigration...................................... . .......•
Disbursing agents ..•••••••.........•..••.....•...................•••...•
Physicians ......•.••..•.........................•... ~ ......••..........
Interpreters ...•.........•.................••...•••....................•
Issuing agents .•.•.......•...•...•.•...................................•
Enrolling agents , . . • . • • • . • . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . ....•............. ,·.,, .....
Collecting agents ............................................. : .•..••• , ,
Cherokee committee, thirol clause, 12th artiele treaty ...................... .
Transportal ion, &c., military officers .......•..........................••.
Cost transportation of funds, &c ..••..••...•••...•.••...•.•.•..•..•..••••••
Expenses attending negotiation of the treaty •••.•••.................•.•..•
Medical supplies .........................•....••........•..•••.•.•••....

~~t~~i~~?: :::::::::::::::::::::.:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

$7,797 96
10,8!18

6~

15,729 38
25,~24

88

5,502 32
35,1135 47
23,345 83

ll ,547 17
10,274 00
7,232 93

19,296 50
7,062 31
6,615 06

36,531 47
5 .4~7 55
1,202 50
532 62

Aggregate amount. . . . . . . . • . • • • . . . . • . . . . . • . • . . • . . . • • $"235, 516 63
TREASURY DEPARTMENT,

Second .!luditor's Office, Janua1·y 30, 1847.

====

